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423ABSTRACTS OF THESES* IN MATHEMATICSdefended reently at Charles University, PragueON SIGMA-IDEALS OF EXCEPTIONAL SETSZELEN�Y Miroslav, Department of Mathematial Analysis, Faulty of Mathe-matis and Physis, Charles University, Sokolovsk�a 83, 186 75 Prague 8, CzehRepubli(January 14, 1997; supervisor L. Zaj���ek)The dotoral thesis onsists of the following four researh papers: The Banah-Mazur game and σ-porosity (Fund. Math. 150 (1996), 197{210), On singularboundary points of omplex funtions, Sets of extended uniqueness and σ-porosity(Comment. Math. Univ. Carolinae 38 (1997), 337{341), Calibrated thin oanalyti
σ-ideals are Gδ (aepted in Pro. Amer. Math. So.). These papers deal with
σ-ideals of exeptional sets. Eah paper studies σ-ideals from a di�erent point ofview.In the paper The Banah-Mazur game and σ-porosity we give a haraterizationof ertain σ-ideals onerning various kinds of porosity in a terminology of two-person games. Roughly speaking, we have proved results of this type: the seondplayer in the lassial Banah-Mazur game with a set M has a winning strategysatisfying some extra onditions if and only if M is a \small" set. Varying thedemands on the winning strategy we obtain haraterizations of di�erent types ofsmallness. The aim of this paper is also to obtain a method to prove that someonrete sets are small.The work On singular boundary points of omplex funtions studies in fat two
σ-ideals of subsets of the real line, namely the σ-ideal of σ-porous subsets of Rand the σ-ideal of subsets of R whih an be overed by ountably many sets inthe form p(F ) = {x ∈ F ′;x is a point of porosity of F}, where F ⊂ R is losed.The Gδσ sets, whih belong to the seond σ-ideal, are exatly so-alled EV V -sets,whih appear in the study of boundary behaviour of omplex funtions. We showthat there exists a Gδ porous subset of R whih is not an EV V -set. This solvesnegatively an open problem posed by Dolzhenko. Let us note that the notion of
σ-porosity was introdued by Dolzhenko in order to study EV V -sets.The third paper (entitled Sets of extended uniqueness and σ-porosity) dealswith the σ-ideal of sets of extended uniqueness. This σ-ideal appears in the theoryof trigonometri series. It was shown by Debs { Saint-Raymond that Borel sets ofextended uniqueness are meager. We show that this result annot be improved byreplaing meagerness by σ-porosity. We also obtain a new proof of Lyons' theoremonerning so-alled large sublasses of the σ-ideal of losed sets of uniqueness.In the last work (Calibrated thin oanalyti sigma-ideals are Gδ) we study
σ-ideals of ompat sets. The theory of σ-ideals of ompat sets has been de-veloped by Kehris, Louveau and Woodin. This theory has several interesting*An equivalent to PhD.



424 appliations in the theory of trigonometri series. We present one result solvingan open problem posed by Kehris, Louveau and Woodin. A onsequene of theobtained results for the theory of trigonometri series is also presented.CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS OF SOME MULTILEVEL METHODSMAYER Petr, Department of Numerial Analysis, Faulty of Mathematis andPhysis, Malostransk�e n�am. 25, 118 00 Prague 1, Czeh Republi(February 7, 1997; supervisor I. Marek)The thesis is onerned with multilevel methods for solving boundary valueproblems and their disretizations. In Chapter 2, the idea of a multilevel methodfor solving a positive de�nite ellipti boundary value problem is demonstrated.A methodologial explanation of the basi onepts and theorems of the so alledmodel problem is presented. It is shown in Chapter 3 how the theory of multi-grid methods an be adapted to the situation where the investigated systems areneither symmetri, nor positive de�nite.Our problem is to onstrut all stationary probability vetors (s.p.v.) of a givenolumn stohasti matrix. The problem is to �nd all x suh as
Ax = x, x ≥ 0

aij ≥ 0, N∑
i=1 aij = 1, j = 1, . . . , N.For the solution, the multigrid-like method is analyzed and two problem lassesare onsidered. The �rst lass of problems onerns the global onvergene ofthe main aggregation/disaggregation algorithm. A theorem states that the ag-gregation proess is globally onvergent as the number of relaxations t is takensuÆiently large enough.The seond lass is onerned with the question how small the number ofrelaxations on the �ne level should be. It is shown that t = 1 is suÆient forloal onvergene. This result implies that our aggregation algorithm is loallyonvergent with any number of relaxations on �ne level.LOCAL NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF SYMMETRY-BREAKINGBIFURCATIONBLA�SKA Jaroslav(Marh 10, 1997; supervisor V. Janovsk�y, Department of Numerial Analysis,Faulty of Mathematis and Physis, Malostransk�e n�am. 25, 118 00 Prague 1,Czeh Republi)The main purpose of the thesis is to develop numerial methods for the explo-ration of bifuration problems with symmetry of a group �, in partiular, Hopfbifuration. For this purpose, the generalized Liapunov-Shmidt redution forequivariant mappings has been investigated.



425The de�nition of the ontat equivalene follows the standard frame in worksby M. Golubitsky, I. Stewart and D. Shae�er. The main result onsists in theproof of the equivariant ontat equivalene for the redued mappings that areobtained from the symmetry adapted redution. It veri�es the adaptability of thegeneralized redution on the equivariant problems. However, in the ase of equi-variant Hopf bifuration, several questions had to be answered. The equivariantredution deals with irreduible subspaes of the group representation while theanalytial results obtained for the equivariant Hopf bifuration uses the notion of�-simpliity. We sueeded in a reformulation of the Equivariant Hopf Theoremand suggested an equivariant generalized redution in a omplex spae of the half(omplex) dimension in whih the irreduibility is naturally preserved.Due to the loal one-to-one orrespondene of the roots of the redued mappingwith either steady-states, or periodi solutions of the original dynamial system,the redution makes it possible to analyze the various loal properties of theemanating branhes in the redued spae that leads to various numerial methodsfor the loalization of equivariant Hopf points on a path of steady-states and theirnumerial analysis inluding the predition of emanating branhes of periodiorbits with the symmetry of an isotropy subgroup of � × S1 (standing waves,rotating waves).SOME ASPECTS OF DIFFERENTIABILITY IN GEOMETRYON BANACH SPACESHEISLER Martin(May 27, 1997; supervisors J. Dane�s, M. Fabian, Mathematial Institute, Aad-emy of Sienes, �Zitn�a 25, 115 67 Prague 1, Czeh Republi)This work onsists of two parts.In the �rst part, the smallness of ontinuous linear images of the sets of k-dimensional nondi�erentiability of a onvex funtion, or k-dimensional multipli-ity of a monotone operator on a real Banah spae, is haraterized in the followingway:1) Smallness of these sets in the sense of ategory and also in the sense ofAronszajn is proved.2) There is also a ounterexample: there exists a onvex funtion f , for whihthe projetion of the set of k-dimensional nondi�erentiability an not be overedby a ountable union of Lipshitz surfaes.The seond part deals with the properties of Asplund generated spaes andtheir subspaes. A new property of Banah spaes, \ountable dentability," isintrodued, and the behaviour of onvex funtions and monotone operators onspaes with this property is studied.It is proved that the dual of a ountable dentable Banah spae is weak* frag-mentable. Also an example is found, showing that these two ategories of Banahspaes do not oinide.



426 Using the priniple of ountable dentability, Zaj���ek's theorem about the pointsof singlevaluedness of monotone operators is extended. In partiular, it is provedthat every monotone operator on an Asplund generated spae is singlevalued onthe whole spae exept a σ-one supported set. Sine a σ-one supported set isof �rst ategory, this also strengthens a theorem by Christensen and Kenderov.Finally, ompat spaes are dealt with, espeially those with properties ofountably dentable ompata and adequate ompata. An equivalent hara-terization is proved for ountably dentable ompat subsets of 2� in the avour ofRosenthal. Properties equivalent to Eberleinity for adequate ompata are alsoproved. As an appliation, it is shown that there exists a non-ountably dentableBanah spae whose dual is weak* fragmentable.CONTINUITY-LIKE PROPERTIES OF MAPPINGSKALENDA Ond�rej, Department of Mathematial Analysis, Faulty of Mathe-matis and Physis, Charles University, Sokolovsk�a 83, 186 75 Prague 8, CzehRepubli(September 23, 1997; supervisor P. Holik�y)This dotoral thesis onsists of four researh papers. The �rst three papersdeal with funtions of the generalized �rst Borel lass while the last two onernStegall lass of ompat spaes.In the �rst paper (Remark on the Point of Continuity Property II , joint paperwith P. Holik�y, Bull. Aad. Polon. Si., 50 (1995), 105{111) it is proved that if
X is a hereditarily Baire spae whih has the tightness less than the least weaklyinaessible ardinal and eah (losed) subspae of X is ccc, then every extendedBorel lass one map of X into a metri spae M has the point of ontinuityproperty. In the ase of ountable tightness the ccc-assumption is not needed,whih yields a result of R.W. Hansell (1991).In the seond paper (Note on Connetions of Point of Continuity Propertyand Kuratowski Problem on Funtion Having the Baire Property , Ata Univ.Carolinae, Math. et Phys., 38 (1), (1997), 3{12), it is shown that the questionwhether every extended Borel lass one map of any hereditarily Baire spae into ametri spae has the point of ontinuity property is equivalent to the Kuratowskiquestion whether the funtion with the Baire property of any topologial spaeinto a metri spae is ontinuous apart from a meager set. The method of theproof is used to get, under the assumption that it is onsistent to suppose thatthere is a measurable ardinal, examples of ordinary Borel lass one maps (i.e.
Fσ-measurable) of a hereditarily Baire spae into a metri spae whih do nothave the point of ontinuity property. These examples omplete and strengthenan example of G. Koumoullis (1993).In the third paper (New Examples of Hereditarily t-Baire Spaes , to appear inBull. Aad. Polon. Si.) a new sublass of hereditarily t-Baire spaes (de�ned byG. Koumoullis (1993)) is introdued. These spaes need not have the restritedBaire property in a ompati�ation, and are used (together with a modi�ed



427onstrution of D. Fremlin (1987)) to get, (under the assumption that there isa measurable ardinal) an example of a �rst lass funtion of a hereditarily t-Baire spae into a metri spae whih has no point of ontinuity, whih answersa question of G. Koumoullis (1993).In the fourth paper (Stegall Compat Spaes Whih Are Not Fragmentable,to appear in Topology Appl.), onsistent examples of nonfragmentable ompatHausdor� spaes whih belong to Stegall's lass S are onstruted. The onstru-tion is based on modifying the well-known \double-arrow" spae.The last paper (Few remarks on struture on ertain spaes of measures) dealswith the spaes of measures on ompata onstruted in the previous one.AN APPROXIMATED SOLUTIONS OF GENERALIZED DIFFERENTIALEQUATIONSPELANT Martin(Deember 18, 1997; supervisor M. Tvrd�y, Mathematial Institute, Aademy ofSienes, �Zitn�a 25, 115 67 Prague 1, Czeh Republi)The thesis deals with generalizations of initial value problems for linear di�er-ential systems of the form(1) x(t) = x0 + ∫ t

a
d[A(s)℄ x(s), t ∈ [a, b℄,where A ∈ BVn×n, x ∈ BVn, x0 ∈ R

n and the integral is the Perron-Stieltjesone.We de�ne the solution of (1) as the limit of a sequene {xk}
∞

k=1 of the solutionof the ordinary di�erential equations
xk(t) = x0 + ∫ t

a
d[Ak(s)℄ xk(s), t ∈ [a, b℄, k ∈ N,where the sequene {Ak}

∞

k=1 ⊂ ACn×n approximate in a proper way the given A.The existene and uniqueness results are obtained. Relations between thelassial integral solution and the approximated solution are also presented.ALGEBRAS DETERMINED BY THEIR ENDOMORPHISM MONOIDRADOVANSK�A Helena(Deember 19, 1997; supervisor V. Koubek, Department of Theoretial Infor-matis, Faulty of Mathematis and Physis, Charles University, Malostransk�en�am. 25, 118 00 Prague 1, Czeh Republi)For a ategory K the endomorphism monoid of an K-objet A will be de-noted by EndK(A). Various properties of EndK(A) in the given ategory K havebeen studied by numerous papers. Many authors have dealt with problems of



428 universality and their results show that in the algebrai universal (and thereforein universal) ategories, the relation between algebrai properties of endomor-phism monoid of the given objet and the given objet is very free. It means thatin algebrai universal (or universal) ategories there is impossible to draw anyonlusions about the struture of an objet from its endomorphism monoid.The aim of this paper is to solve the opposite problem. To formalize the fatthat algebrai properties of the endomorphism monoid of an objet determine thisobjet, we use the following de�nition.Let α be a ardinal. A ategory K is alled α-determined if for every monoid
M , every set X of K-objets suh that EndK(A) is isomorphi to M for every
A ∈ X has ardinality smaller than α.The aim of the present paper is to desribe general methods for the deisionwhether a given onrete ategory is α-determined for any ardinal α. Thesemethods have been found by generalization of known results.Important results for given ategories mentioned in this paper are provenin artiles of the following authors: L.M. Gluskin, B.M. Shein, C.J. Maxson,K.D. Magill, P. Ribenboim, R. MKenzie, C. Tsinakis, M.E. Adams, J. Sihlerand V. Koubek. The goal of this paper has not been to show further examples of
α-determined ategories but to �nd general features of known results and to buildup a homogeneous frame and to show how to reah the known results within thisframe.The general method whih is used for investigation of α-determinay has beensplitted into two main parts. In the �rst part, the relation between an isomorphismof endomorphism monoids and the underlying sets of objets is found. In theseond part, relations (resp. a topology) forming the given objet are built up onthe basis of results of the �rst part.All the paper is splitted into nine setions. In the �rst three setions, the mainaims of the present paper are mentioned and the results being reahed in past.The main fats onerning the Priestley duality are given in the fourth setion.The main results of the paper are onentrated in the �fth and sixth setions.The �fth setion is dealing with an investigation of suÆient onditions for �nd-ing the arrier of an isomorphism between endomorphism monoids. Sine theonstrution of a arrier for the whole objet is often impossible the method ismodi�ed so that the arrier is onstruted step by step. The exat orrelationamong determinay, homogeneity and onrete determinay is explained in thesixth setion. The seventh setion is devoted to the investigation of the ategoriesof distributive latties, distributive p-algebras and Heyting algebras. The eightsetion deals with the ategories of Abelian groups and ategories of distributive
dp-algebras. The ninth setion is devoted to the investigation of neessary ondi-tions for a ategory to be onretely β-determined for a ardinal β and there isalso the brief review of the reahed results there.
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